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Educaonal Instuons are “temples of Learning” in parlance of great thinkers.  Educaon 
being the earnest and conscienous pursuit on his mind, our founder visionary Dr. O. P. 
Bhalla strongly believed that educaon ought to be Good with high Moral values. It is 
important to groom the students and imbibe in them not only academic brilliance but also 
professional ethics to face the challenges of real life and of corporate world. He had always 
reiterated his promise to make the students good human beings first and then professionals. 

We owe this issue of Newsleer to the great man with great fondness and endearment.
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minds and preparing them to deal with challenges of their future endeavors.
NNow-a-days, the career prospects of the engineers and technologists are far-reaching and 
fulfilling. A well-trained computer graduate will be equally competent in research and 
professional posions, drawing upon his analycal, praccal and problem-solving skills. But 
here at Manav Rachna, we aren’t just about the technology. We look for and develop creave 
problem-solving strengths in our students. At the same me, we encourage students to grow as 
our effecve team players, with a strong set of ethics, communicaon skills and zeal to 
outshine.

The ulmate touchstone of quality educaon is the quality 
culture permeang in any educaonal Instuon. In today’s 
world of digizaon, technical educaon stands at the 
crossroads of keeping pace with the emerging needs of 
humankind along with fast changing trends in governance and 
scienfic development. The global transformaon, trend of 
learning by doing, relevance to people and Naon 
dedevelopment - Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of 
Research and Studies is the right place to gear up with a world 
class compe ve edge. We are trusted to nurturing juvenile 

I wish all the very best to the Faculty of Computer Applicaons for the third edion of their 
Newsleer. They are doing their best and have produced good professionals in the recent past. 
Good Luck to team FCA.

Message from the Vice President (Dr. Amit Bhalla)

“Educaon is for improving the lives of others and for leaving 
our community and world beer than what we found it”. At 
Manav Rachna, we aim at establishing standards in academic 
pracces and holisc grooming of students to help them in 
meeng their career challenges in the increasingly globalized 
economic condions. Since its incepon, the instuon has 
challenged itself to achieve more than it is expected.

It has been se ng benchmarks of unparalleled success without compromising on quality and 
value-based educaon in scienfic, commercial, professional, vocaonal, industrial and 
technical streams. Overall development of the individual is the goal of educaon and we ensure 
that there is no stone le unturned to equip the students for the challenges of futurisc life. As 
quality educaon is a passport to its steep rise in life and creates praccal avenues to aain 
financial gains. To achieve this goal, the University has focused on more praccal exposure, 
latest courses based on upcoming technologies, trainings & placement, personality 
dedevelopment, communicaon skills, and other value added courses. 
I congratulate team FCA for the third issue of Newsleer which reflects cognive, conave and 
effecve development of the students and faculty members as well.
My Best wishes in all the endeavors.
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Message from Vice Chancellor (Dr. Sanjay Srivastava)

It is said: “Thought is not the beginning of anything, and the event is 
not the end.” And when I think of this, I’m reminded of a quote by 
Winston Churchill who said: “Now, this is not the end. It is not even 
the beginning of the end. But this is perhaps the end of the 
beginning.” These sayings dominate the thoughts of Manav Rachna 
today.

Manav Rachna has been dedicated to culvate Graduates and Post graduates and 
Doctoral Scholars who will contribute to society by developing new forms of knowledge 
and disseminate it across the globe. So oen you find that the students you’re trying to 
inspire are the ones that end up inspiring you. I say this with utmost pride that we have 
happily observed the ultra-posive and harmonious environment with students and 
teachers at Faculty of Computer Applicaons, who share their unbridled passion for the 
discipline. Replete with curricular and co-curricular acvies, guest lectures, talks, 
quizquizzes, technical week celebraons, the Faculty strives to provide to their students a 
holisc plaorm for all round development. Our primary objecve is to enrich and 
support the individual in their endeavours, towards the aainment of knowledge and to 
give the right impetus for making life-long learners out of students. We strongly believe 
Manav Rachna Educaonal Instuons are marching ahead in the right direcon, 
providing a holisc educaon to the future generaon and playing a posive role in 
naon building.
The horizons of professional acvies are expanding, and hence today there is a greater 
scope for the students to present their talents and achievements. Keeping up with the 
same spirit, I am happy that Faculty of Computer Applicaons is publishing third issue of 
the Newsleer. The newsleer highlights the achievements and progress path of the 
department of the past six months.  I am confident that in coming years the department 
will connue to progress by leaps and bounds and where students and faculty members 
would freely interact to achieve excellence in academics and spread of knowledge.

I I congratulate editorial team of newsleer for their iniave and wish them success. 
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Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research and Studies is 
carrying the legacy of Dr. O.P. Bhalla since its incepon. This is an 
organizaon which promises young students to groom their 
personality mentally and physically by providing an excellent 
environment conducive to teaching & learning, research and 
innovaon. We believe that right learning promote creavity, 
creavity leads to thinking, thinking provides knowledge, 
KnKnowledge makes us great human being. The university has a 
visionary mission to contribute in muldimensional growth and 
holisc development of the students. We hope that the inspiring 

students under the guidance of dedicated teachers and a far-sighted leadership of the top 
administraon would lead this University to a coveted and recognized posion in the galaxy of 
higher educaon. Emphasis is laid on effecve learning and teaching which emanates from the 
foundaon of a good curriculum, which has been connuously amended based on latest 
industrial demand to make our students industry ready.The Quality Educaon we impart to our 
students, enlighten their minds and enthuse their hearts for higher goals. I am happy to 
perceive that the third edion of FCA newsleer is not only informave but also has rich literary 
arcles which add arcles which add value to its quality.
I extend my hearty congratulaons to Dean, Head of Department, Faculty members and 
student coordinators of editorial board for their outstanding achievement.

Message from the Registrar (Sh. R. K. Arora)

Message from the Pro Vice Chancellor (Dr. M.K. Soni)

A strong believer and prac oner of the dictum “Creang Beer 
Human Beings”, Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research 
and Studies,  has been on the path of delivering quality educaon by 
developing the young human beings on the foundaon of ethical 
and moral values, boosng their leadership qualies, research 
culture and innovave skills. Built on a sprawling green campus, this 
‘temple of learning’ has excellent and state-of-the-art infrastructure 
faciliesfacilies conducive to higher teaching-learning environment and 
research. The main objecve of the University is to provide higher 

educaon of global standards and hence all the programs are designed to meet the 
Internaonal Standards. Highly experienced and qualified faculty members connuously 
engaged in the maintenance and enhancement of student-centric learning environment 
through innovave pedagogy form the backbone of the University.
It is a maer of great pride and joy for me on announcing the third issue of Newsleer by 
Faculty of Computer Applicaons. As we can see through  the newsleer, it  enlightens us with 
the significant milestones that department has achieved in the past six months.
I congratulate the editorial board and appreciate them for their efforts in bringing out this 
issue.
All the Very Best.
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projects. Each student is focused through a Mentor – Mentee Scheme where students are 
emphasized for good academics, placements and parcipaon in co-curricular acvies. 
Department impart quality educaon through sound theorecal knowledge and  hands on 
praccal sessions. Students also get exposure to recent technologies by industrial visits  & 
through expert talks. The faculty members are encouraged to publish research papers in 
reputed journals/Conferences, parcipaon in Faculty Development Programs and workshop 
through a well-supported system.
ThisThis newsleer is an insight into various acvies, achievements and arcles of various 
students and faculty members.  The department is substanally expanding along with talented 
and dedicated team. 
Warmest wishes to the students and facules who are working hard for the success of this 
venture.

Message from the Dean (Dr. S. S. Tyagi)

At Faculty of Computer Applicaons, MRIIRS, future 
leaders are developed and insll in them the skills and 
abilies to lead with confidence and passion. Our 
endeavor to provide the best to the students and to 
prepare them to take up the challenges of tomorrow, 
so that when they come out of the instuon they are 
competent to handle the responsibilies of the 
corpocorporate world. Department is able to aain the .

heights as our students are eager to learn and faculty members are talented and highly 
educated. Together with the dedicated faculty members, we are leading vitally important work 
and I am proud to be a part of this commied community of scholars and professionals
2019 has been a very successful year for Faculty of Computer Applicaons and I’m very proud 
to share with you the events and achievements of the department through this Newsleer. It 
has been worked harder to accomplish all which was set out to do at the beginning of the 
semester. This Newsleer touches a few of the excing developments that took place inside 
and outside the campus related to placements, Naonal and Internaonal Collaboraons, 
Startups, internships, research and many more. I am confident that we are on the right path 
and our efforts will further advance our teaching and learning, research and collaboraons.

WWe look forward to achieve many more accomplishments in future.
I wish Good Luck to the enre team for the success.

It gives me immense pleasure to open the third issue 
of newsleer of 2019. The primary focus of the 
department is to empower our students with overall 
development. We, the Team – FCA are working with 
the determinaon to nurture the students with 
mul-dimensional skill sets. Department focuses on 
Outcome Based Educaon by innovave pedagogy, 
InduIndustry-Academic interacon and working on live 

Message from the HOD (Dr. Shaveta Bhatia)
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Accelerang the social benefits of Arficial Intelligence (AI) with the help of Machine Learning 
(ML) while ensuring equity, privacy, transparency, accountability and social impact.
MachineMachine learning and deep learning are major drivers of the fourth industrial revoluon. Its 
impact can be seen in homes, businesses and even in public places. In its tangible form of robot, 
it will soon stock the warehouses and take care of the young and the elderly. AI promises to 
solve some of society's most pressing issues, but at the same me presents challenges such as 
"black box" algorithms, unethical use of data, and potenal job displacement, but with the 
involvement of machine learning these challenges can be overcome.
RapidRapid advances in machine learning (ML) are expanding the scope and scale of AI deployment in 
all aspects of daily life, and as technology can learn and change on its own, accountability, 
transparency, confidenality and fairness Opmizaon requires mul-stakeholder collaboraon 
to build trust.
MachineMachine learning is helping to standardize child safety, creang an AI regulator for the 21st 
century, and addressing the unique challenges of facial recognion technology.ML technologies 
are redefining the content management systems (CMS) with innovaons in data analysis for 
more informed content decision making, personalizaon for audience engagement, and 
increased funconality to simplify the creaon, management and distribuon of digital assets. 
When it comes to content management, AI technologies help idenfy paerns and trends in 
visitor interacon with a website or digital experience, allowing digital marketers to rapidly 
impimprove the management and delivery of new content is. The cloud is also acng as a force 
mulplier for the scalability of these technologies, making them more cost effecve to 
implement.
Websites, applicaons, and other digital experiences, powered by AI and ML, are helping 
companies get more value from their content while improving the overall user experience. 
These technologies are enhancing CMS plaorms by making data analysis and decision making, 
personalizing content at scale, and pu ng aconable insights into the hands of web developers, 
content creators and digital marketers.
FFrom healthcare to astronomy, arficial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) are shaping 
the future of almost every industry. At the forefront of this change are the websites and digital 
experiences, where AI and ML are developing the customer journey in a deeper way. These 
cu ng-edge technologies are changing how digital experiences are created, and even becoming 
funconal parts of website-building plaorms.

From the Desk of
Faculty
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AI and ML technologies also helping in streamlining search engine opmizaon (SEO) in digital 
experience plaorms, enhance image tagging, and improve security. When it comes to SEO, 
machine learning provides a significant advantage by tracking user search queries over spot 
search paerns. This in-depth analysis can help content creators in delivering relevant 
informaon beer to their target audience.
ImaImage tagging is another area where AI and ML technologies help manage content and provide 
more meaningful digital experiences. These intelligent soluons automate the tagging process, 
defining reference and non-reference content, such as pictures and videos. This tagging can also 
increase accessibility for users with disabilies, enabling screen readers and other devices to 
interpret imagery based on relevant tags.
AIAI and ML are also improving the security posture of websites, helping protect against threats. 
For example, Machine Learning technologies are automang the scanning process at scale, 
looking for paerns and exploits. Over me these technologies are becoming more intelligent 
and effecve in idenfying security issues around viruses, hackers, and even governance, such 
as security policy violaons such as HIPAA, FINRA, and others. AI is addressing data privacy 
concerns and GDPR regulaons by protecng personally idenfiable informaon, confidenal 
documents, and other sensive informaon captured and stored through the digital experience.
TheThe inclusion of Machine learning algorithms in AI will make our intelligent systems even more 
intelligent. Our cars will drive themselves, houses will adjust their electricity usage, and robots 
will be able to diagnose our illnesses. In other words, AI will automate our daily tasks. Here are 
a few use cases of AI technologies that currently either exists in quite limited funconality or 
limited scope. Improvement of these technologies will unlock significant value. Like there are AI 
assistants, AI based Medical Diagnosing is there but having a very limited horizon, Autonomous 
Payments, Autonomous Vehicles, Bionic Organs, Conversaonal agents, development of smart 
cies, smart ducies, smart dust etc are also the applicaons of AI and ML which are at a development stage. 

          Dr. S S Tyagi (Dean FCA)

From the Desk of
Faculty
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The Internet of Things is one of the biggest emerging technologies. This technology is now 
contribung in almost all the sectors including healthcare, home appliances, agriculture and 
transportaon. In near future contribuon and impact of IOT devices and products will be in 
almost every field. The industry is looking forward to lead off the potenal of IOT. Although it is 
an emerging technology and is ready to contribute in almost every sector in near future, but it 
is sll a concern how industry will deliver efficient services of IOT in big projects. At the same 
me agile methodology is also being adopted by soware development industry. We can see 
AgileAgile as an idealisc method that can provide beer and improved quality of services. IOT is the 
next biggest revoluon unreeling in the IT world. It is contribung in all sectors. These sectors 
include our Everyday life, transportaon, healthcare, industry and agriculture. It is a 
revoluonary technology. Although IOT is making enormous progress in every sector, but versed 
delivery of services sll stand up to an anxiety.
Let’s take a real-world example to understand the implicaon of IOT in our everyday life. Let’s 
say tomorrow I come back home, it would be great if I wouldn’t even need a key to unlock my 
door, my home system should be aware that I have come home and it should unlock the door. 
Now this can be done if my mobile and my home devices are connected onto the same plaorm. 
Based on the locaon of my mobile it can idenfy that I am at my home so will automacally 
unlock the door and let me come in as well. These are something that is already happening but 
going forward what we need to understand is that when I have a specific component with me 
whichwhich can do a lot individually. Wouldn’t it be great if I can collaborate this component with my 
system of different components and build a beer system? This is what Internet of Things is 
helping us to. You provide a podium through which all these things are adhibited through the 
internet, so internet becomes the medium through which you are connecng all these 
components or things to a plaorm.
IOT is an emerging field. It is one of the greatest phenomena of this century gained a lot of 
popularity. To catch on the full excursion of IOT, modeling agility in IOT is important to provide 
beer and improved delivery of services. Also Agile is very important to improve the quality of 
services. Modeling Agility Architecture in IOT is also very important and it is playing very 
important role making IOT more agile and flexible

Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, (HOD CA)

From the Desk of
Faculty
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Digital India and beyond: Ways to 
empowerment and convenience for citizens

From the Desk of
Faculty
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MoU 
( Memorandum of Understanding )

terms of Research collaboraons, enhancing the domain experse of Faculty and 
Students.
The MoU was signed by Prof. Tarun Gupta, Dean Research & Development, Indian 
Instute of Technology, Kanpur and Prof. M K Soni, Pro- Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS in the 
presence of Prof. B.V. Phani, IIT Kanpur and Prof. S. S. Tyagi, Dean FCA, MRIIRS.
InIn this regard, Mr. Mukesh Kumar, Director ICT visited the campus and represented on 
behalf of IITK and exchanged the copy of MOU in the presence of Mr. R. K. Arora, 
Registrar, MRIIRS.
ThisThis collaboraon will ensure the arrangement of requisite infrastructure and other 
professional acvies for faculty members as per need of the instuon. Faculty from 
either instuon can be encouraged for research proposals and financial approvals for 
the same.  Augmentaon Program will be designed by ICT team of IIT, Kanpur to bridge 
the gap between industry requirements and academic curriculum.  The Augmentaon 
Program is a set of graded courses to provide the necessary technical and non-teaching 
skills to the students making them industry ready.
CongCongratulaons to all the stake holders of both the universies.

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed 
between, Faculty of Computer Applicaons,  
Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of 
Research and Studies and Indian Instute of 
Technology, Kanpur to enhance the academic 
cooperaon between the two instuons. The 
purpose of this collaboraon is to benefit in 
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MoU 
( Memorandum of Understanding )

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between, Faculty of Computer 
Applicaons,  Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research and Studies and College 
of Informaon and Electrical Engineering, Asia University to enhance the academic 
cooperaon between universies at internaonal level. The purpose of this collaboraon 
is to benefit each other in terms of faculty exchange, student exchange and Research 
collaboraons.
TheThe MoU was signed by Mr. Yao-Nan Lien, Dean, College of Informaon and Electrical 
Engineering, Asia University and Dr. S.S Tyagi, Dean-FCA, MRIIRS. 
This collaboraon will ensure the arrangement of requisite infrastructure and other 
professional acvies for faculty members as per need of the instuon. Faculty from 
either instuon can be encouraged for research proposals and financial approvals for 
the same.  This iniave will help the faculty members to experience teaching at 
internaonal plaorm and to enhance their teaching skills by sharing knowledge. 
BothBoth the universies also agreed for student exchange program. The students will be 
benefited to learn the courses from other university to enhance their technical skills and 
get training opportunies at internaonal level. 
Congratulaons to all the stake holders of the both the universies.
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Mr. Raj Kumar is working as an Assistant Professor in Computer Applicaons 
department. In addion to his teaching assignments, he has been part of the following 
endeavors:
 Mr. Raj Kumar is working as Member-Secretary of Naonal Academic Depository 
(NAD-Cell) of MRIIRS. He is member of NAD Cell since incepon. He has played a pivotal 
role in digizing all the degrees and transcripts of MRIIRS. 17058 records have been 
digized ll date. It is important to menon that NAD Cell is working under the guidance 
of Mr. R. K. Arora, Registrar-MRIIRS; his uncondional support was of immense help in 
digizaon of records.

MMr. Raj Kumar is acng as Training and Placement officer (TPO) for department since 
February 2016. He acvely takes part in training and placement acvies. His efforts were 
acknowledged by team CRC & CDC by facilitang him in Zenith funcon in October, 2018.

Mr. Raj Kumar was appointed as In-Charge for conducng “Instute of Actuaries of India” 
examinaons in MRIIRS. He was entrusted with all the responsibilies of this examinaon. 
The above examinaon was held in September 2016 and March 2017.

MRIIMRIIRS has applauded his efforts by giving him “Employee of the year” award as a token 
of appreciaon in the first employee of the year ceremony, held on 29th March, 2019.

Employee of the 
Year
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Department of Computer Science and Engineering, and Department of Computer Applicaons, Manav 
Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research and Studies have organized ‘Internaonal Conference on 
Machine Learning, Big Data, Cloud and Parallel Compung’- #ComITCon 2019 Dr. Vipin Tyagi, Execuve 
Director, C-DOT, GoI was the Chief Guest for the day. Dr. B.N. Sarkar, Scienst-G, #DST, and Dr. N.K. Garg, 
R-Systems were the Guests of Honour for the day.
Around 300 research papers have been submied for the conference and more than 120 papers have been 
selected for the presentaon at the conference.
DDr. Vipin Tyagi, E+xecuve Director, C-DOT, gave a presentaon on ‘Telecommunicaon for New India’. “We 
are heading towards the age of ‘Cognive Communicaon’”, he said. He shared the aspects of 
Communicaon Revoluon 3.0 which Indian Government is focusing on. He emphasized the mission of 
Indian Government ‘Broadband For All’ and shared Naonal Broadband Mission as well.
Dr. N.C. Wadhwa, VC, MRIIRS said, “Machine Learning and Big Data are the burning topics of Industry 
Revoluon 4.0 which can be understood in the transformaon from manual producon to mechanized 
producon.”

DDr. I.K. Bhat, VC, Manav Rachna University; Dr. M.K. Soni, PVC, MRIIRS; Dr. R.K. Arora, Registrar, MRIIRS; Dr. 
S.S. Tyagi, Dean, FCA; Dr. Suresh Kumar, HoD, CSE, Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HoD, CA and Faculty members of the 
Departments, research scholars, and students were presente in the conference.
Dr. K R Murali Mohan, Scienst-G & Head Interdisciplinary Cyber Physical Systems Division, DST, New Delhi 
was the Chief Guest for the valedictory session. He said that new science projects should be iniated by the 
University so that students can showcase their skills in the right direcon.
AA panel discussion was also organized during the day which was chaired by Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean, Faculty of 
Computer Applicaons, MRIIRS. Dr. K R Murali Mohan, Scienst-G & Head Interdisciplinary Cyber Physical 
Systems Division, Department of Science and Technology, New Delhi; Prof. K.K. Biswas, IIT Delhi; Mr. Rituraj 
Juneja, IBM; and Dr. Ankit Aggarwal, North Western Univeristy, USA were the esteemed panelists of the 
discussion. Dr. N.C. Wadhwa, VC, MRIIRS; Dr. M.K. Soni, Pro VC, MRIIRS; Shri R.K. Arora, Registrar, MRIIRS; 
and Dr. Suresh Kumar, HoD, CSE, MRIRS were also parcipated during the panel discussion.
The thThe three-day conference gave a lot of informaon on the new age technologies to the audience.

Date -  Feb 14 - Feb 19 , 2019

Internaonal Conference on 
Machine Learning, Big Data, 
Cloud and Parallel Compung
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Cloud Computing

Faculty Development Programmes

Faculty of Computer Applicaons organized three days Faculty Development Programme on “Cloud 
Compung”  in collaboraon with IIT Kanpur and technically supported by IEEE Computer Society, Delhi Secon 
and CSI Student Chapter, MRIIRS. 
TheThe programme was inaugurated by Dr. N.C.Wadhwa, Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS. The inaugural session started 
with the welcome address by the Head of the Department, Dr Shaveta Bhaa. She welcomed the parcipants 
and movated to learn the concepts of Cloud Compung through hands-on experience. Dr S S Tyagi, Dean FCA, 
the person who understood the need of this FDP, enlightened the parcipants about the various applicaons of 
Cloud Compung in today’s world. Dr N.C.Wadhwa, honourable Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS,  talked about the role 
and importance of FDPs for faculy members and willingness to learn with full dedicaon and sincerity. 
TheThe resource person for the FDP was Mr Rahul Gupta, Microso & E C Council Cerfied Trainer with seven years 
of experience in the area of Educaon, Project Development, Network Management and Technical Support 
from IIT Kanpur. On the first day as technical sessions, on Indepth knowledge of Cloud Compung, Use of IP 
addressing, Virtualisaon, Working over cloud, Amazon services, S3 services, glacier etc.

Date - Jan 4 - Jan 6, 2019

In connuaon, On 2nd day Mr. Rahul Gupta from IIT Kanpur gave demonstraon and praccal sessions on 
Amazon Web Services. The event culminated with the Valedictory session by Dr. S.S.Tyagi, Dean-FCA and Dr. 
Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA.  Mr Rahul Gupta appreciated the spirit of faculty members and their talent of quick 
learning.
 The event came to an end with a formal thanks to the resource person in the form of a memento presented by 
Dean-FCA and HOD-CA. 
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Workshop on Blockchain

Blockchain

Faculty of Computer Applicaons organized two days Workshop on “Blockchain” in collaboraon with Insino 
Ventures and technically supported by IEEE Computer Society, Delhi Secon and ACM Student Chapter, MRIIRS. 
FiFirst day of the programme was inaugurated by Dr. M.K. Soni , Pro Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS. The inaugural session 
started with the welcome address by the Head of the Department, Dr Shaveta Bhaa. She welcomed and 
movated the parcipants to learn the concepts of Blockchain through hands-on experience. Dr S S Tyagi, Dean 
FCA, the intellectual mind behind the need of this workshop, enlightened the parcipants about the importance 
of Blockchain for digital currency in today’s world. Dr M.K. Soni, honourable Pro Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS, talked 
about the role and importance of workshops for students and put great emphasis on willingness to learn with full 
dedicaon and sincerity. 
TheThe resource person for the Workshop was Mr. Abhishek Bhaacharya,CPO at Insino Ventures Pvt. Ltd. He has 7+ 
years of experience in end-to-end development of products, from planning system architectures, designing the 
database to markeng plans. His work has been awarded the ‘Best & Most Popular Website’ in Media Category 
by Metrix Lab. Variety in Block chain, Generaons of Blockchain, Decentralizaon, Distributed Consensus and 
Mechanisms etc. were discussed in the first session. The students also experienced hands on training.

Date - Jan 31 - Feb 2, 2019
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The students from various departments of MRIIRS took part in the Workshop. The workshop culminated with the 
Valedictory session by Dr. S.S.Tyagi, Dean-FCA and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA.  Dr. S.S.Tyagi, encouraged the 
parcipants by promising more workshops and seminars on the new IT technologies in the near future. Dr. 
Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA, congratulated parcipants for the successful compleon of the workshop. 



Workshop on Android Programming

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized one day Workshop on “Android Programming” in 
celebraon of Founder’s Day “INNOSKILL’2019”,Annual Technical Fesval of Manav Rachna 
Educaonal Instuons for the students from Manav Rachna and other instuons in 
collaboraon with IIT Kanpur and technically supported by IEEE Computer Society, Delhi Secon 
and ACM Student Chapter, MRIIRS. 
WWorkshop was inaugurated by the Head of the Department, Dr Shaveta Bhaa. She welcomed the 
resource person Mr. Jeetendra Singh, IIT Kanpur. She movated the parcipants for ulizing their  
potenal to learn the new aspects on android.

Date  -  April 3, 2019

Android is an open source project of the Open Handset Alliance that has revoluonized the user 
experience of a mobile device. Android is a plaorm for mobile devices. In this workshop 
parcipants were able to understand interacve mobile applicaons for android based mobile 
devices using Android SDK with Android Studio. Students learned enthusiascally in hands-on 
sessions for Android Applicaon Development. 
  Dr. S.S Tyagi, Dean FCA facilitated the resource person Mr. Jeetendra Singh with memento and 
blessed students with his movang words. Cerficates for the successful compleon of 
workshop were distributed to the parcipants.
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Hardware Based System Design

Workshop on Hardware Based System

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized a workshop on “Hardware (FPGA) based System 
Design for Cryptography Applicaons and its Cryptanalysis (Hardware Trojan)” technically 
supported by IEEE Computer Society, Delhi Secon, CSI Student Chapter, MRIIRS and ACM Student 
Chapter, MRIIRS.
TheThe workshop was inaugurated by Dr M K Soni. Pro-Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS. The inaugural session 
started with the movang address of the Head of the Department, Dr. Shaveta Bhaa. She 
movated the parcipants to learn the concepts of hardware based cryptography through 
hands-on experience. Dr. S S Tyagi, Dean FCA, enlightened the parcipants about the 
Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), an integrated circuit that is capable of being 
reprogrammed in the field aer manufacture.
DrDr M K Soni, Pro-Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS, appreciated the theme of the workshop and 
congratulated FCA for conducng this workshop. 

Date - April 22, 2019

The resource person for the workshop was Dr K K Soundra Pandian from IIITDM, Jabalpur. In the 
first technical session, he covered Basics of Cryptography, Hardware level cryptography, and 
Advanced Encrypon Standard (AES) algorithm implementaon on FPGA. In the second session, 
he gave praccal exposure Xilinx FPGA plaorm.
TheThe faculty members from relevant departments of MRIIRS and students of MCA programme 
took part in the workshop. The event came to an end with a formal thanks to the resource person 
in the form of a memento presented by Dean-FCA. The parcipants received the cerficates for 
the successful compleon of the workshop with good wishes from Dean-FCA and HOD-CA.
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Dr. Ventaswaran has a vast and rich experience of almost 30 years in the field of science and engineering. In his 
present job, Dr. Venkateswaran is responsible for product development, with an obsessive focus on delivering 
soluons that are high-quality, best-in-class, and innovave.
DDr. Venktaswaran put light on three pillars of mega trends – IoT, Data, Arficial intelligence / Machine Learning in 
industry. He explained the impact of Internet on our day to day life and used real life examples to express the role 
of soware driving through our lives. He expressed his views on Data analycs and called this era as Digital 
Revoluon. He showcased his current research on rail track invesgaon and many more. He advised the 
students to focus on the core courses and also discussed the “PIE” strategy for student’s professional life. He 
emphasized that the students should enhance the skills in one parcular domain and learns all the technologies 
forfor that domain. The prizes were distributed to the winners of the various technical club events organized in the 
department by Dr. Ventaswaran, Dean FCA & HOD - CA.
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Corporate Lecture 

ACM Chapter inaugural

Faculty of Computer of Applicaons organized an expert lecture on ‘Recent Trends in Technology - A Perspecve’  
to inaugurate the ACM student chapter. The guest speaker was Dr. Venktaswaran, Senior Vice President of IoT 
Soluon at Persistent System Limited, Pune. Dr. Venktaswaran is an alum of IIT, Bombay and has done his 
doctorate in computer science from Washington State University USA. Respected Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr. M K 
Soni, Dean FCA Dr. S.S. Tyagi and HOD, CA Dr. Shaveta Bhaa welcome the guest speaker.

Date - May 3, 2019



I had been associated with Manav Rachna for more than 5 years, I had a very memorable me 
with all the teachers and students when I was in BCA and MCA. It was a bumpy ride to the final 
road to success. Got great help from FCA teachers and other departments as well. 
I had worked closely with FCA faculty and Student welfare associaon which made me what I am 
today, with team building acvies to managing collage fesval as events head for 3 consecuve 
years.
AlumniAlumni expert talk program is something which takes me back to my early collage days when I 
was a fresher and wanted to look for opportunies and life goals, So I decided to manage and 
make something related to current trends named “Me – When I was you” which talked about 
Arficial Intelligence, Blockchain, IOT Device and technology trends including Robocs AR and 
VR techno space and cloud technologies!
II got all my hand over technologies from C/C++ to SAP Abap and many more! I found my 
passionate area in designing so I jumped in graphics to make my base strong and then into UI/UX 
Designing, which majorly involves UX persona building, Web or Wear OS mock-up and prototype 
building and many more research to make a full fledge soware/website/applicaon/wear OS 
applicaon. There is a lot of study like google material design wear OS design as well as design 
strategy for Apple and Android is like north pole to south pole which is not a common tourist 
place for developer and then designer’s work with strategies based on set of rules and 
regulregulaons respecvely .
I am currently working with Stealth Mode Pvt. Ltd. Parent company WB Promoon, Ionized 
group venture, an American technology company with mulple sub brands that manufacturers 
n deals in Custom Brand Identy products and goodies. The company was founded by Zishan 
Momin and Azim Makanojiya who was included on Inc. Magazine’s list of the Top 10 South Asian 
Entrepreneurs.
I can proudly say that I am happy and enjoying my passion with all the credits to FCA, MRIIRS. 
I would like to convey my hearelt gratude to FCA faculty and staff members of MRIIRS for their 
guidance and support to bring out the best in me!

Regards
Brahmjit Singh

Alumni Corner
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LIFE CHANGING DECISION:



Academics were not the only target there, but to build overall personalies is the aim of Manav 
Rachna Instuons. 
When I first started here I was a fresh graduate and looking forward to shaping my career in the 
right direcon. Since then, however, you all have been fantasc about turning things around. 
Not only you have made me a stronger person to face all the challenges of life but you all have 
gone over and above my expectaons. It is truly the hard work of our faculty members and 
dedicaon that have turned us around in a successful product. Yes, you got me correct. 

AsAs my seniors were also the product of MR, My first learning starts from the Intro session with 
seniors that have been wrongly termed in other instuons as ragging. My learning from this 
Intro session was to respect every human even if the person is not capable of doing what one 
has asked him to do. They all clap and cheer us more even aer a bad performance. 
FFaculty Members and Lab In-charge, have taught the two most valuable life lessons. First, “If you 
have something to say or ask, take a step ahead and say it” – “Pooch dala to life zingalala”. The 
situaon could not be worse than the current situaon, rather if you will ask, you will have two 
clear answers, either you will have a soluon, or you will have more confidence to face the 
situaon. Second, “never say no to help mankind”. If you help people around you more and 
more selflessly it will come back to you mul-folds. 

DeanDean’s Lectures, speeches were always so inspiring and worked for me as an energy booster. 
One speech that hit my mind and heart in one shot with the saying “Na idhar udhar ki baat kar, 
Ye bata ki kaarwaan kyun luta? Teri rehbari ka sawal hai, Mujhe rehjano se kaam kya” This 
statement keeps on reminding me of being responsible for your work and your team’s work as 
well. There may be a situaon that can turn into a life storm while you are targeng your goals. 
An extreme frustraon, negavity, society, your thoughts, and even your hormones will try to 
pull you back again and again. But we have to be so strong to fight any situaon and come out 
lilike a warrior. 

MRIIRS is a place that focuses on product growth. And I can 
proudly say that I am a product of MR – Mother for my Rebirth.  
I have completed MCA with this Instute and learned life 
educaon with discipline, hard work, sasfacon, started 
dreaming bigger a lot from the environment, Culture, and the 
faculty members. 

Alumni Corner

3 Years of Learning – Turned into Life lesson
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Never stop learning, Never stop changing, and remember you can never be acceptable for all.

I have completed my MCA in the year 2009 and got married immediately in the same year. I 
remained in that relaon for 7+ Years and got unplugged aer concluding that it will not be 
going to work any which way I will try. I have learned from the MR that if you are trying to build 
a program that is connuously showing an error then you must take a strong decision on either 
change the coding or change the inputs. “Der aaye par Durust aaye”.

II am sll in favour of relaonships, but with one change, find the reasons for your life rather than 
finding the reasons for your life partner’s mistakes. Live life peacefully, and work-life balance will 
automacally be maintained.

TheThereaer I have reached a point when I can re-create my dreams and work on them. I always 
wanted to be independent in life since my childhood. I was the first person in my house who 
learned how to operate banks, how to drive a car, to go on a trip out of the family. Thinking out 
of the box or we can say I was the one who never syncs with the family mindsets. I used to 
queson everything, Why, How? They want me to do teaching, and I refused. They want me to 
choose a carrier with my educaon background and perform in a 9to5 job. I refused to sele 
with just a job profile. I wanted to be an independent person not only in monitory terms but 
momost likely as a decision-maker for my own life. I want the control in my hands. I worked with 
versale profiles starng from SAP internship, Recruiter, Digital Marketer, Sales Person, Business 
Development Manager, and Operaons manager too. As my roles were completely 
non-relatable I have learned a lot in a short me. 
Finally, the day came when I launched my two ventures, first for creave works like Website 
development, Content Creaon, Graphics designing with the brand name – “Zayesha Creaons 
– Always A Winner”.  And other for Brand Promoons works with the Brand name – “Advert 
Archive – We Endorse Your Brand”.

Biggest Life Lesson while becoming an entrepreneur from a Naive Human Being is ---
“Seekh Ye Paayi Ki Khud Gehre Bano, Or har niraasha ke liye behre bano.”

Regards,
Ms. Ms. Payal Garg 

Alumni Corner
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Alumni Connect

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized an ‘Expert talk’ on Project Management 
The resource person was Ms. Akri Ahuja, Contract Associate, BT (Brish Telecom) 
Global Services pvt. Ltd., Gurugram. Ms. Akri Ahuja is an Alumni of BCA (2012-15) and 
MCA (2015-17) . The session was aended by the final year students of MCA, BCA and 
B.Sc(IT). Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD - CA welcomed the guest speaker and inaugurated the 
session. 

Date -  Mar 18, 2019

Ms. Akri recalled and shared her college me memories as a student in Manav Rachna. 
She discussed journey and experience from her first company - ICS Soluon, Gurugram  
to BT pvt. Ltd., Gurugram. She explained the students about requisites of Project 
Management. She also discussed types of job profiles associated with corporate project 
and required key skills of a parcular role. She also guided students about selecon of 
their first job for their growth in corporate world and suggested to be careful about work 
assigned to them. Dr. S. S. Tyagi, Dean - FCA discussed about her work culture in the 
induindustry and felicitated her. Enthusiasc parcipaon of students in the event was 
appreciable.
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Alumni Connect

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized an ‘Invited Talk’ on Career Path in 
Tesng. The resource person was Ms. Jyotsna Arora, Senior Test Analyst, Fidelity 
Internaonal, Gurugram. Ms. Jyotsna Arora  is an Alumni of BCA (2007-10 ). The session 
was aended by the final year students of MCA, BCA and B.Sc(IT). Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, 
HOD, CA welcomed the guest speaker. Ms. Jyotsna  shared her corporate journey and  
job profiles she has been holding ll date. 

She started her talk with the importance of tesng in the  Soware Development Cycle 
and then she spoke about various jobs associated with each phase of ‘Soware 
Tesng’.She guided students about the importance of programming languages  in their 
career and advised them to be proficient in at least one of the language.  She advised to 
be good in communicaon as well to deal with the outside India clients and about key 
skills required to become an efficient Business Analyst. HOD-CA discussed about her 
work – life and current trends of the IT industry and felicitated her. Students were very 
momovated and it was an interacve and fruiul session.

Date - Apr 12, 2019
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Alumni Connect

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized an ‘Invited Talk’ on evoluon of sim card 
domain. The resource person was   Mr. Ganesh Prasad, Specialist Engineer, Idemia Pvt 
Ltd, Noida, is an Alumni of BCA (2007-10 ). The session was aended by the final year 
students of MCA, BCA and B.Sc(IT). Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean, FCA and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, 
HOD, CA welcomed the guest speaker. 

Date -  Apr 29, 2019

Mr. Ganesh discussed his corporate tenure aer compleon of educaon and shared 
some guidelines about shaping up career in IT Sector aer holding degree in Computer 
Applicaons. He discussed technologies related to handling networking of Mobile Sim 
Cards at different geographic locaons and how companies provide good signal 
connecvity to the users. He advised students to choose one domain and try to be 
proficient in that domain. Dean, FCA felicitated him and discussed about IT trends in the 
Networking industry. Session was very interacve and fruiul.
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Dr. Srivastava congratulated the dept and movated them to conduct such events next me in a 
bigger way by connecng more educaonal instuons from NCR.  
Dr. Tyagi highlighted the importance of such events beyond classroom teaching. 
Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD Computer Applicaons presented the vote of thanks to the gathering 
and ensured the conduct of such events in the near future. 
All the winners were awarded prizes and cerficates by the dignitaries present. Parcipang 
cerficates were provided to all the parcipants.
TheThe event was highly successful se ng everyone’s hopes high for the next chapter of 
Technoholic.
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Technoholic 2019

Faculty of Computer Applicaons (FCA), Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research and 
Studies (MRIIRS) organised an Inter-college Technical Event- ‘TECHNOHOLIC 2019’ More than 200 
students from different colleges and instutes from Faridabad and nearby areas including DAV 
Centenary College, Pt. JLN Govt. College, SDIMT, Govt. College Tigaon, Saraswat Mahila 
Mahavidylaya, Palwal parcipated in the event which comprised of six different acvies i.e. 
Technical Quiz, Programmer of the Day, Group Discussion, Presentaon Skills, Debate on Current 
Technical Trends and Online Gaming. All the students from guest instutes parcipated with full 
enenthusiasm and zeal.
The event is organized with an objecve to associate with neighbor instutes and allow students 
to enhance their capability in various domains.
The valedictory session of the event held in the presence of Dr. Sanjay Srivastav, Vice Chancellor, 
MRIIRS; Dr. M.K. Soni, Pro-Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS; Mr. R.K. Arora, Registrar, MRIIRS; Dr. S.S. Tyagi, 
Dean FCA and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HoD, Computer Applicaons; and all the facules and 
parcipang students.  Highlighng the importance of such events in allowing students to judge 
their capabilies by observing their counterparts, Dr. M.K. Soni and Dr. R.K. Arora appreciated all 
the parcipants and movated them to acvely parcipate in all such acvies. 

Date  - March 24, 2019. 



Industrial Visits 

An industrial visit was organized by Faculty of Computer Applicaons (FCA) to Stratemis HR 
Soluons, Udyog Vihar Phase 1 Gurgaon. Twenty Nine students of BCA and B. Sc.  (IT) visited the 
organizaon along with Mr. Siddharth Verma, Assistant Professor. The visit has served its purpose. 
The company official shared the details about working of Chatbots and other Sowares. The 
students of computer applicaons raised lot of queries about role of Algorithms, Technology, 
Tools and API used in Chatbot creaon. The speaker sasfactorily answered all the queries. 
Overall, it was a great learning experience. Students were very happy aer the visit. Few pictures 
Of the visit aOf the visit are enclosed.

Industrial visit to Stratemis Pvt Ltd Gurgaon.

Dr S S Tyagi Dean FCA and Dr Shaveta Bhaa HOD - FCA were invited by the vice president of 
Stratemis Pvt Ltd to review the performances of already placed MCA students. Dean FCA and 
HOD CA have discussed about industry Academia Collaboraon with the stratemis team and also 
checked the status of already placed MCA students of batch 2017-18.
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Industrial Visit 

An industrial visit was organized by Faculty of Computer Applicaons (FCA) to SEBI – Northern 
Regional Headquarter, Delhi. Twenty Nine students of MCA, BCA and B. Sc.  (IT) visited the 
organizaon along with Mr. Raj Kumar, Assistant Professor. The visit has served its purpose. The 
company official shared the details about working of SEBI. The students of computer applicaons 
raised lot of queries about role of computers, database and soware in ensuring transparency 
and surveillance.

The speaker sasfactorily answered all the queries. Overall, it was a great learning experience. 
Students were very happy aer the visit. Few pictures of the visit are enclosed.
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Sports Day 

Faculty of Computer Applicaons organized Sports Day, which was inaugurated by Dr. S.S. Tyagi, 
Dean-FCA, & HOD-CA Dr. Shaveta Bhaa MRIIRS. Dean-FCA addressed the students telling them 
that “A sound body contains a sound mind”. Playing sports is a necessary goal to stay fit and 
healthy. The flipping of the coin was carried out by Dean-FCA in which MCA won the toss and 
chose fielding. The Head of the Department, Dr Shaveta Bhaa also encouraged the parcipants 
by telling them the benefits of sports. 
TheThe students from various programmes of FCA took part in different events including cricket, 
badminton and table tennis. The events were played in the cricket ground and the sports arena. 
The final match of cricket was played between BCA and MCA students. The team of MCA 
students won the match. BCA gave a tough score of 107 runs to the opponent team. Mr. Mayank 
of MCA–IV was not out and declared as the Man of the Match.
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Date - Apr 29, 2019

The badminton game was taken by the winner Ms. Himani Rawat of BCA VI-B from Girls team 
and Mr. Arjun Pillai of BCA II-B from Boys team. The third and the final match of table tennis was 
played in the sports arena and won by Mr. Aniket of BCA II-B. Faculty of Computer applicaons 
believes that “At a young age winning is not the most important thing… the important thing is to 
develop creave and skilled players with good confidence.”



Farewell

Sayonara- 2K19

The Faculty of Computer Applicaons, MRIIRS organized a farewell party for (2016-2019) batches.
The ceremony was graced by Dr. M. K. Soni, Pro-Vice-Chancellor; Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean FCA; and Dr. 
Shaveta Bhaa, HOD FCA. The program started by the lamp lighng ceremony.

Date - May 06 2019.

Dr. S.S. Tyagi addressed the students and movated them with his words of wisdom. Dr. M.K. Soni 
shared his knowledge of ge ng success through tenacious efforts. The event witnessed a musical 
rendion of songs and astonishing dance performances. The outgoing students were full of 
praises for their faculty and mentors. The a re and the a tude carried by senior students were 
worth watching during the ramp walk. Mr. Anurag was crowned Mr. Farewell and Ms. Himanshi 
Rawat as Ms. Farewell. Ms. Srish was crowned as Ms. Well Dressed and Mr. Umesh as Mr. 
Handsome. The event was followed by lunch and a DJ dance party. It was a memorable event that 
shall be cherished shall be cherished forever.
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Donation Drive

“Giving is not just about making a donaon, it’s about making a difference.”
Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized a mega donaon drive “Swacchta se Daanveerta 
Ki Aur” to bring a difference in the mind set of the youth as “Being Human… brings Humility”. The 
event was full of patrioc flavor, a taste of brotherhood, an environment of harmonizing and 
thinking about the growth and change in society.

Dr. N.C. Wadhwa, Vice Chancellor – MRIIRS was the chief guest of the occasion. He praised the 
iniave taken by the department. He emphasized that such events must be organized me to 
me and we must pay back to the society and always contribute towards the growth of society. 
Dr. M.K.Soni - Pro VC, Dr. R.K.Arora, Registrar, Dr. V.K. Mahna, ED-Academic Excellence, Dr. 
S.S.Tyagi, Dean FCA and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA graced the occasion with their presence.
StudeStudents under the age group of 5 to 10 years from an NGO, “Voice of Voiceless”, Anangpur 
village, Faridabad were invited and were showered with lots of gis and greengs from the 
dignitaries of MRIIRS, donated by the students and faculty members of FCA.
Students especially thanked Dr. Sonia Duggal, Assistant Professor, for providing a plaorm to 
perform such a wonderful and meaningful drive.
The smile on their faces and excitement in their voices said it all.
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Date - Jan 31, 2019

Swachhta se Daneerta ki Aur



The Vice President advised the educaonal instuons to transform the curricula so that students 
spend me in rural areas, interacng with people and understanding their problems. He also 
emphasized that India has the potenal to not only become the world’s fastest growing economy, 
but also to serve as an inspiraon, a model to the world. He expresses a deep thought on 
developing the rural India. 
WhileWhile stressing on the importance of redeeming our agriculture sector which is sll the main stay 
of rural economy, the Vice President also added that young technocrats should consider the 
environmental cost of their innovaons on a priority basis while calculang feasibility. He also 
commented on adapng the healthy lifestyle and a balanced diet.
He has shown the trust in the vision and capabilies of India’s youth and congratulated the All 
India Council of Technical Educaon’s Endeavour to catalyze rural development in associaon with 
the Engineering Council of India (ECI) and the Indian Society for Technical Educaon (ISTE).
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Live Session on AICTE Chhatra Vishwakarma 
Award 2018

Students and Facules of Department of Computer Applicaons avails the benefit of the Live 
session on AICTE Chhatra Vishwakarma Award 2018 and SAGY Iniave Awards 2018 Ceremony . 
Shri. M. Venkaiah Naidu, the Vice President of India, addressed the gathering at the presentaon 
ceremony with the move to challenge the young students that they should come up with novel 
ideas that have great potenal to impact life in villages through technological intervenons at the 
grass root level.  
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Student 
Achievements



Faculty 
Achievements

Research Papers published / accepted / submitted for publication in National Journals

Research Papers published / accepted / submitted for publication in International 
Journals:
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Faculty 
Achievements

Research Papers presented / accepted / submitted in International Conferences
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   Chitra
Jalota, 



Faculty 
Achievements

Books / Chapters published by the faculty member

Visits made by Faculty Members at Outside World for attending Meetings/ Selection Panels etc.
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March 2019

on “Data Mining  &
       Big Data”

March 2019

March 2019

April 2019

April 2019

May 2019
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Faculty 
Achievements

FDP/ Refresher Course/ SDP/ Expert Lecture attended by faculty/ staff members

All Faculty 
Members of FCA

All Faculty 
Members of FCA

FDP/ Refresher Course/ SDP/ Expert Lecture attended by faculty/ staff members

2

3

AICTE
Headquaters,
New Delhi

New Delhi

New Delhi



Students Placed
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List of Placed Students of BCA(2016-2019)

List of Placed Students of BSc IT(2016-2019)



Students Placed

List of Placed Students of MCA(L) (2017-2019)
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Supplements 
in FCA
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Final Year  Students

BCA-'A' (2017-2020)MCA (2018-2020)

BCA-'B' (2017-2020) BSc.-IT (2017-2020)



Faculty of Computer Applications

Our Recruiters

MANAV RACHNA INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF RESEARCH AND STUDIES 

Sector - 43, Delhi - Surajkund Road,
Faridabad - 121004, (Haryana), India 


